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Tensor and complex anchoring in liquid crystals
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We propose a tensor description of surface anchoring of liquid crystals~LCs!. The model allows one to
consider both the homogeneous and inhomogeneous parts of LC anchoring and to calculate the cumulative
effect of different treatments as a sum of corresponding tensors. For the planar alignment the tensor represen-
tation is reduced to the complex azimuthal anchoring coefficient, whose amplitude and phase determine,
respectively, the strength of azimuthal anchoring and the azimuthal angle of the easy axis. We predict and
experimentally confirm that two consecutive photoalignment treatments with beams of perpendicular polariza-
tions can compensate each other and restore the initial anchoring.

PACS number~s!: 61.30.2v, 68.10.Cr
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Until the 1990s, the only practical technique to align li
uid crystals~LCs! was to establish a fixed anchoring dire
tion before the LC cell was assembled; for example, by
positing SiOx or by buffing a polymer layer. Once
assembled, the cells preserved the anchoring characteri
The situation has been changed by the discovery of ph
alignment techniques that allow one to align and realign
directorn̂ on the substrate of a filled cell@1,2#. This progress
calls for a new model of anchoring, capable of predicting
cumulative effect of subsequent alignment treatments, s
as the appearance of a macroscopic alignment on an a
phous or polycrystalline substrate after polarized light ir
diation.

The traditional description of LC anchoring operates w
the axis of easy director orientationê and the anchoring en
ergyW that characterizes the work required to deviaten̂ from
the easy axis. Deviations from the easy axis in the polar
azimuthal planes are characterized by two scalar coeffici
Wp and Wa , respectively. This model is not well suited
describe the processes of alignment and realignment, w
all the relevant quantities such as the easy axis,Wp andWa
change.

In this Rapid Communication we propose a tensor p
nomenological description of surface anchoring in LCs
presenting the surface energy per unit area as

f s52
1

2 (
a,b

Wab~r !nanb , ~1!

whereWab(r ) is the traceless symmetrical local anchori
tensor. The tensor approach allows us to consider both
homogeneous and inhomogeneous parts of anchoring an
fers a natural way of handling the problems listed above.
illustrate the proposed approach experimentally.

Tensor approach

To derive Eq.~1!, we refer to the model of a polyme
alignment layer, with the Maier-Saupe pair interaction b
tween LC molecules and polymer fragments. Under the
PRE 621063-651X/2000/62~2!/1477~4!/$15.00
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sumption that the polymer alignment does not disturb
surface scalar order parameterSb , f s reads

f s5 f is@~ n̂• k̂!2#2
1

s (
i

(
j Ps

w~r i2r j !P2~m̂i• l̂ j !, ~2!

where ( j Ps is a sum over polymer fragments inside th
small areas, P2 denotes the second order Legendre polyn
mial, m̂i ~or l̂ j ) defines orientation of the long axis of thei th
LC molecule~or the j th polymer fragment! positioned atr i
~or r j ), andw(r i2r j ) is the potential of the anisotropic in
teraction between the LC molecule and the polymer fr
ment. f is is the surface energy density on the surface w
isotropically distributed polymer fragments, which is an ev
function of the product ofn̂ and the unit surface normalk̂
@3#. Far from the anchoring transitionf is'B01B1(n̂• k̂)2

(B0 andB1 are constants! and averaging over orientations o
LC molecules one obtains Eq.~1!. For a short-range potentia
w(r i2r j ), Wab(r ) is represented as

Wab~r !5W̄SbLab~r !22B1S kakb2
1

3
dabD . ~3!

Here W̄5
2
s

( i( j Psw(r i2r j ), and Lab(r )5^ l j
a(r ) l j

b(r )&

2 1
3 dab is the local tensor order parameter of the polym

fragments. Minimum of the surface energy~1! can be easily
found in the eigen frame$êj% ~j51,2,3!, whereWab(r ) is
diagonal with eigenvaluesW1.W2 ,W3. In the frame$êj%,
which is orthogonal due to the symmetryWab(r )
5Wba(r ), Eq. ~1! reads

f s52
W1

2
1

W12W2

2
n2

21
W12W3

2
n3

2 , ~4!

wherenj are the director components in this frame. The s
ond and the third terms in Eq.~4! are non-negative, so tha
the axisê1, which corresponds to the maximum eigenval
W1, is exactly the easy axis, while the quantities (W1
R1477 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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2W2) and (W12W3) determine the traditional azimutha
and polar anchoring coefficients.

A comparison of Eq.~1! and Eq.~4! shows the difference
between the tensor and the traditional approaches. The t
tional description is equivalent to the tensor one in the eig
frame$êj%. This frame rotates from point to point and durin
a treatment, making the description cumbersome. The te
description has the covariant form and thus describes ran
anchoring and consecutive treatments in any reference fra

One has to distinguish the localWab(r ) and its macro-
scopic average over the whole surface^Wab(r )& r . An un-
treated inhomogeneous substrate has macroscopic azim
symmetry, therefore, the average polymer tensor order
rameter ^Lab

in (r )& r should be diagonal in the 0xyz frame

(0zi k̂) with diagonal elementŝ Lxx
in (r )& r5^Lyy

in (r )& r5L uu
and ^Lzz

in(r )& r5L' . According to Eq.~3!, the average an
choring tensor ^Wab

in (r )& r should have the same form
^Wxx

in (r )& r5^Wyy
in (r )& r5Wuu and ^Wzz

in(r )& r5W' . Since the
two diagonal elements are equal, orientation of the easy
is degenerate~the only exception is strictly normal orienta
tion!. Therefore, even a small deviation ofWab

in (r ) from
^Wab

in (r )& r , caused by local inhomogeneities in orientati
of aligning fragments, lifts the degeneracy and sets a uni
orientation of the local easy axis.

Photoalignment on polymer surface leads to additio
orientational ordering of the aligning fragments. If the initi
local variations of the polymer order are small,uLab

in (r )
2^Lab

in (r )& ru!1, the additional orderLab
k (r ), caused by the

kth uniform treatment, does not depend on these variat
and is also uniform:Lab

k (r )5^Lab
k (r )& r5Lab

k . Thus, the
‘‘weak’’ treatments, which affect only a small fraction of th
polymer fragments, lead to the final anchoring tensorW that
is simply a sum of the random initial anchoringWin and the
contributionsW(k) of different treatments:

W~r !5Win~r !1(
k

W(k), ~5!

whereW(k) is diagonal in the frame which corresponds to t
induced easy axisê(k). The effect of ‘‘strong’’ treatments
which reorient a substantial fraction of the polymer fra
ments, can also be expressed with Eq.~5!, but in this case
W(k) are nonlinear functions of the irradiation timestk and
the sequence of the different treatments is crucial.

It should be noted that Eq.~5! is not suitable to describe
photoalignment on dynamically equilibrium substrates~such
as Langmuir-Blodgett films!. In this case photoinduced reor
entation of entire domains was observed and was descr
by the macroscopic model@4#.

Complex representation for planar anchoring

Substantial simplification can be achieved for the tang
tial ~in-plane! alignment that corresponds toWyz5Wxz50.
It is useful to specify the director on a complex plane:ñ
5nx1 iny5cosueiw, whereu is a polar angle andw is the
azimuthal angle. The surface energy~1! takes the form
di-
-

or
m
e.
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f s5 f s02
1

8
~W̃a* ññ1W̃añ* ñ* !1

3

4
Wzzññ*

5 f s08 1
1

2
Wa cos2u sin2~w2c!1

1

2
Wp sin2u, ~6!

where f s0 and f s08 are insignificant constants, which may b

dropped,W̃a5Wxx2Wyy12iWxy5Waei2c is the complex
azimuthal anchoring coefficient, andWp5 1

2 (Wa23Wzz).
The complex representation has the following advantage

~1! Wp , Wa , andc in Eq. ~6! and in the definitionW̃a
5Waei2c are simply the traditional anchoring coefficien
and the azimuthal angle of the easy axis, respectively.

~2! Wa is the linear combination of tensor componen
thus the complex representation preserves the additivity
different treatments:

W̃a~r !5W̃a
in~r !1(

k
W̃a

(k) . ~7!

~3! Any treatment is presented in a compact formW̃a
(k)

5Wa
(k)exp(2ick), where the phase describes the orientat

ck of the induced easy axis and the amplitudeWa
(k) corre-

sponds to the strength of the treatment. One can visua
different surface treatments graphically presentingW̃a

(k) by
vectors in the complex plane; see Fig. 1.

We illustrate the complex representation by the followi
examples. A substrate with a uniform in-plane easy axis
irradiated with polarized light that produces a different ea
axis. According to Eq.~7! the resulting complex anchorin
W̃a is the sum of the initial anchoringW̃a

(1)5Wa
(1)exp(2ic1)

and light-induced anchoringW̃a
(2)5Wa

(2)exp(2ic2). The am-
plitude Wa

(2) is controlled by the exposure. When the initi
and the light-favored easy axes are not perpendicular,

FIG. 1. Graphic representation of the complex anchorings@Eq.
~7!#. ~a! The cumulative effect of two homogeneous treatments w

different induced easy axes:ê(1)i0x and ê(2) making the anglec2

with 0x axis; dashed curve shows the trajectory of the vectorWa

5Waê when Wa
(2) increases.~b! The effect of the unidirectiona

homogeneous treatmentW̃a
1 ~thick arrow! at different points of an

inhomogeneous substrate with local anchoringsW̃a
in(r ) ~thin ar-

rows!; W̃a(r ) ~dashed arrows! are the resulting anchorings at th
same points of the surface.
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increase ofWa
(2) leads to a continuous rotation of the ea

axis ê from c1 to eitherc2 or to c21p, whichever is closer
to c1 @dashed curve, Fig. 1~a!#. When the two are perpen
dicular, c25c11p/2, the dashed curve collapses into t
right angle and there is no continuous reorientation. In t
case, when the treatment is weak,Wa

(2),Wa
(1) , the resulting

easy axis does not move, but the anchoring strength
creases,Wa→0. WhenWa

(2).Wa
(1) , the easy axis abruptly

realigns fromc1 to c25c11p/2. Both the smooth rotation
@5# and the threshold realignment@6# have already been ob
served.

In a similar way, Eq.~7! describes changes when an i
homogeneous substrate is subjected to a uniform alignm
treatmentW̃a

(1) @Fig. 1~b!#. This treatment ‘‘hides’’ the ran-

dom anchoring rather than destroys it; the resultingW̃a(r ) is
the vector sum ofW̃a

(1) and the localW̃a
in(r ). This feature

predicts an interesting and counterintuitive effect: the or
nal random anchoring modified by the unidirectional tre

FIG. 2. The textures of the same spot~about 250mm wide!

before irradiation~a!, after the first irradiation withêuv
(1)'êrub , t1

515 s~b!, and after the second irradiation withêuv
(2)i êrub , t2545 s

~c!. Parallel polarizers.

FIG. 3. Light transmittance of the cell vs the orientation of t
analyzer for the nonirradiated (j) and the irradiated (m) t1560 s
cell.
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mentW̃a
(1) can be restored by a subsequent treatment of

same amplitudeWa
(2)5Wa

(1) but of the orthogonal direction
c25c11p/2, i.e.,W̃a

(2)52W̃a
(1) . The validity of the tensor

and complex description and in particular, the compensa
effect of two treatments,W̃a

(2)52W̃a
(1) , is demonstrated ex

perimentally below.

Experiment

We studied the nematic LC 4,4’-n-pentylcyanobiphen
~5CB, Merck! and the photoaligning polymer para-fluoro
cinnamoyl cellulose~FCCN!. 5CB is placed between the re
erence and the FCCN substrates. The nonirradiated sur
of FCCN aligns 5CB tangentially. The reference substrat
a rubbed polyimide layer that produces strong planar anc
ing along the rubbing directionêrub . The cell thickness was
chosen to be large,L555 mm, to reduce the elastic torqu
;K22/L caused by the fact thatêrub is generally not parallel
to the local easy axis of FCCN substrate. HereK22 is the
twist elastic constant.

Inhomogeneous anchoring at the nontreated FCCN substrate

The cell was filled with 5CB in the isotropic stat
(100 °C). The FCCN substrate was put in contact with
cooled surface to create a temperature gradient across
cell. The nematic phase nucleated at the FCCN surface
and then propagated towards the reference plate. In this w
alignment of LC at FCCN was determined mainly by t
anchoring properties of the FCCN surface. The alignmen
inhomogeneous with characteristic size of domainsd
;100 m m; see Fig. 2~a!. The reference rubbed surfac
faced the polarizer of the microscope, withêrub being paral-
lel to the polarizer. The polarization of the transmitted lig
is determined by the local director orientation on the FCC
substrate~‘‘Mauguin regime’’!. The total intensity of the
transmitted light did not depend on the orientation of t
analyzer within an error of 10%; see Fig. 3. Thus, the lo
azimuthal anchoringWa

FCCN at the FCCN surface is random
and strong enough to withstand the orienting action of

FIG. 4. The transmittance anisotropyh vs irradiation time.

CurveA corresponds to the first irradiation withêuv
(1)'êrub . Curves

B and C result from the second irradiation withêuv
(2)i êrub that fol-

lows the first irradiation of durationt1515 s andt1560 s, respec-
tively.
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reference rubbed substrate,Wa
FCCN@K22/L, and the increase

of elastic energy, caused by inhomogeneitiesWa
FCCN@K/d

@7,8#, whereK is one of the elastic constants.

Alignment by polarized light

The cell described above was exposed to polarized
light ~Hg lamp, intensity 5 mW/cm2) that is absorbed effec
tively by FCCN. The induced alignment directionêuv is per-
pendicular to the polarization of the incident light,Euv . Ir-
radiation reorientsn̂ towardsêuv and produces macroscop
optical anisotropy of the cell; see Fig. 3. To quantify t
anisotropy we use the parameterh5(I uu2I')/(I uu1I'),
whereI uu and I' are the intensities of transmitted light me
sured with analyzer parallel and perpendicular toêuv , re-
spectively. The dependence ofh on the exposure timet
~Fig. 4, curveA) corresponds to the scenario depicted in F
1~b! and reveals the nonlinear effect with saturation.

Compensating effect of two orthogonal irradiations

To demonstrate the recovery of the initial inhomogene
anchoring, the cell with nontreated substrate@Fig. 2~a!# was
subjected to two subsequent uv orthogonal treatments.
first treatment withêuv

(1)'êrub during t1515 s induced a
o-

s.

es
v

.

s

he

90°-twist structure in the cell@Fig. 2~b!#. The bright lines in
Fig. 2~b! correspond to domain walls that separate regio

with opposite rotations. The second treatment withêuv
(2)'êuv

(1)

~Fig. 4, curveB) exhibits the mirror behavior in compariso
with curve A with respect to the value ofh between the
irradiations. The texture obtained aftert2545 s whenh re-
turns to its initial valueh(t50), Fig. 2~c!, is essentially
identical to the initial texture, Fig. 2~a!, i.e., the second ex

posure recovers the initial patternn̂(r ) in details. Ift1.15 s
the recovery ofh(t50) is not achievable, althoughh(t)
clearly preserves the mirror behavior~Fig. 4, curveC). The
recovery of the initial texture in the saturation range for t
second treatment confirms the validity of Eqs.~5! and ~7!,
even for strong treatments.

Note in conclusion that the proposed tensor descriptio
also a powerful tool to study the statistical properties of s
face anchoring~e.g., the correlation length for easy axis, t
average domain size, etc.! using the correlatorGab,gj(r 8)
5^Wab(r )Wgj(r1r 8)& r .
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